Abstract. There are several ways planets can survive the giant phase of the host star, hence one can consider the case of Earth-like planets orbiting white dwarfs. As a white dwarf cools from 6000 K to 4000 K, a planet orbiting at 0.01 AU from the star would remain in the continuous habitable zone (CHZ) for about 8 Gyr. Polarisation due to a terrestrial planet in the CHZ of a cool white dwarf (CWD) is 10 2 (10 4 ) times larger than it would be in the habitable zone of a typical M-dwarf (Sun-like star). Polarimetry is thus a powerful tool to detect close-in planets around white dwarfs. Multi-band polarimetry would also allow one to reveal the presence of a planet atmosphere, even providing a first characterisation. With current facilities a superEarth-sized atmosphereless planet is detectable with polarimetry around the brightest known CWD. Planned future facilities render smaller planets detectable, in particular by increasing the instrumental sensitivity in the blue. Preliminary habitability study show also that photosynthetic processes can be sustained on Earth-like planets orbiting CWDs and that the DNA-weighted UV radiation dose for an Earth-like planet in the CHZ is less than the maxima encountered on Earth, hence white dwarfs are compatible with the persistence of complex life from the perspective of UV irradiation.
Introduction
The search for habitable Earth-like planets is a major contemporary goal of astronomy. The methods currently used for the detection of exoplanets is biased towards systems with small differences in mass, radius, and luminosity between star and planet (see e.g. Haswell 2010) . For this reason M-type main sequence stars have become prime targets in the search of Earth-like planets in the habitable zone, which is about 0.1 AU away from the host star (see e.g. Selsis et al. 2007) . M dwarfs evolve very slowly and their planets (Eggleton 1971; Stancliffe et al. 2007 ). The red dot indicates the current position of the Sun. The white dwarf phase, marked by a red dashed line, lasts for more than 10 Gyr. might remain within a continuously habitable zone (CHZ) †, i.e. harboring surface liquid water, for several Gyr, providing ample time for the advent of life on a rocky planet.
With an effective temperature (T eff ) 6000 K, cool white dwarfs (CWD) are also promising hosts of rocky planets in the habitable zone (Monteiro 2010; Agol 2011; Fossati et al. 2012; Barnes & Heller 2013) . These stellar remnants represent the final stage of the evolution of stars having an initial mass smaller than about 8 M , namely almost all planet-hosting stars known to date. Figure 1 shows the evolutionary track of a 1 M star in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD) calculated using the stars stellar evolution code (Eggleton 1971; Stancliffe et al. 2007) . The white dwarf evolutionary phase is illustrated in Fig. 1 by the approximately straight red dashed line going from the top-left corner to the bottom-right corner of the HRD. The whole white dwarf phase lasts for more than 10 Gyr.
White dwarfs initially cool down rapidly, with the temperature decreasing by thousands of degrees in ∼3 Gyr (see e.g. Salaris et al. 2010) . At T eff ∼ 6000 K, crystallisation occurs, slowing down the cooling process. Agol (2011) showed that this leads to the formation of a habitable zone, which may last for up to 8 Gyr, well in excess of the time required for life to arise on Earth. In contrast to what occurs for M dwarfs, white dwarfs provide a stable luminosity source without the presence of potentially damaging radiation produced by stellar activity. In addition, because a planet orbiting close to a white dwarf would not Polarimetry as a tool to find and characterise habitable planets 327 rise tides on the star (Agol 2011) it would synchronise within 1000 yr and would have a stable orbit.
Recently, Valyavin et al. (2014) showed that convection is completely suppressed starting from surface magnetic fields of the order of 10 MG, and therefore strong magnetic fields slow down the white dwarf cooling process. As a consequence, the CHZ for strongly magnetic white dwarfs may extend even more in time, well beyond 8 Gyr. On the other hand, a planet orbiting a strongly magnetic white dwarf would permanently sit inside a magnetic field which may be as large as 1 kG. Depending upon the planet composition, this would lead to internal heating of the planet which, in some cases, might end up being too strong for the survival of the planet itself (see e.g. Li et al. 1998; Lai 2012) . At the same time, it is not clear whether the presence of a permanent magnetic field as strong as 1 kG would hamper the advent of life on an Earth-like planet. All these issues will be the subject of future works currently in preparation.
Due to the white dwarfs' small radius (∼1 R ⊕ ), the low luminosity of CWDs creates a habitable zone at only ∼ 0.01 AU, ten times closer than for M dwarfs. This facilitates the detection of small bodies orbiting white dwarfs: Agol (2011) showed that transits of Mars-sized planets in the white dwarf CHZ would be 1% deep, hence easily detectable with present-day ground-based facilities, even for rather faint stars. Despite this, searches for planetary companions to white dwarfs have so far been unsuccessful (Friedrich et al. 2007; Faedi et al. 2011; Fulton et al. 2014 ).
Habitability and possible presence of Earth-like planets orbiting
cool white dwarfs Fossati et al. (2012) showed that the fluxes of a 5800 K white dwarf and of the Sun, integrated over the wavelengths playing a role in photosynthetic processes (see e.g. McCree 1972) , are almost identical. This direct comparison is valid because the angular diameter of a CWD, as seen from the CHZ, is similar to that of the Sun, as seen from Earth (Agol 2011) . In addition, the photosynthetic relevant flux intercepted by a planet in the CHZ of a 4000 K white dwarf is larger than that intercepted by the same planet in the habitable zone of a typical M dwarf (Raven 2007; Fossati et al. 2012) . Photosynthetic processes would therefore be both feasible and efficient on planets orbiting in the white dwarf CHZ.
Using the code described in Patel et al. (2014) , Fossati et al. (2012) showed also that the DNA-weighted UV dose encountered at the surface of an Earth-like planet in the white dwarf CHZ is comparable to that of an exoplanet in the habitable zone of a main sequence star at approximately 5000 K. They finally concluded that the DNA-weighted dose for a hypothetical Earth-like planet around a CWD is remarkably benign from an astrobiological perspective, for an extremely long period of time.
A non-magnetic CWD is therefore a plausible source of energy for the advent and persistence of complex life, as we know it on Earth, but can rocky planets survive the whole main sequence and giant phase of the host star, and finally end up in a very close-in orbit around a white dwarf ? Faedi et al. (2011) review several mechanisms which would result in a planet orbiting a white dwarf. Recently, performed numerical simulations of the evolution of planetary systems, up to the white dwarf phase of the host star. They concluded that systems with closely-packed planets, with stable orbits during the main sequence phase of the host star, may experience inward planetary incursions during the white dwarf cooling phase. In this way, rocky planets might naturally end up in meta-stable close-in orbits around white dwarfs. Planets have also been found to orbit evolved stars: red giants (e.g. Frink et al. 2002; Sato et al. 328 L. Fossati et al. 2003; Hatzes et al. 2005) , sub-dwarf (e.g. Charpinet et al. 2011; Silvotti et al. 2014) , and horizontal branch (e.g. Silvotti et al. 2007 ) stars. Mullally et al. (2008) reported also the detection of a ∼ 2 M J planet in a 4.5 yr orbit around a pulsating white dwarf.
Further evidence for the existence of rocky bodies close to white dwarfs comes from the presence of metallic lines (e.g. Si, Mg, and Fe) in the spectra of DZ white dwarfs (Zuckerman et al. 2003 (Zuckerman et al. , 2010 Koester et al. 2014) . Heavy metals in the atmosphere of these stars can only be explained by atmospheric "pollution" caused by the accretion of terrestrial-like material present in circumstellar disks (Gänsicke et al. 2006; Farihi et al. 2009 Farihi et al. , 2012 Melis et al. 2012; or planetesimals (Bergfors et al. 2014) . The circumstellar disks are thought to originate from the disruption of planets or planetesimals (e.g. asteroids) (Bonsor et al. 2011; Debes et al. 2012; Bear & Soker 2013; Frewen & Hansen 2014; . Agol (2011) made the case for transit searches targeting white dwarfs as in this way one could detect planets in the white dwarf CHZ. In the case of non-transiting planets, the "classical" planet finding methods would instead fail. Fossati et al. (2012) showed that the white dwarf CHZ is too close to the star to be detected by direct imaging. This is also the case of astrometric techniques: GAIA's astrometric precision could only allow one to detect an Earth-like planet in the CHZ for 0.6 M white dwarfs less than half the distance of Proxima Centauri. Microlensing too, is only sensitive to planets with wide orbits. The precision of radial velocity measurements would also not be enough to detect planets in the habitable zone of CWDs. This is because for hydrogen and helium white dwarfs (the most common) the few available H and He lines do not allow one to reach the required precision of <1 m s −1 . However, a planet in the CWD habitable zone would reflect a relatively large fraction of the stellar flux, producing also a relatively strong polarisation signal. Therefore, reflected light (with ellipsoidal variation) and polarisation (Seager et al. 2000) seem to be the most viable ways to detect close-in non-transiting rocky planets orbiting white dwarfs.
Polarised light from an Earth-like planet in the white dwarf CHZ
As shown by Seager et al. (2000) and Stam (2008) , as a planet orbits around the host star, the amount of polarisation varies regularly, showing maxima when the planet is near quadrature. The amplitude of the variation depends mainly on the orbital inclination, i, with no polarimetric diurnal variability for a face-on orbit. The detection and measurement of regular polarisation variations allows the discovery of exoplanets, with an efficiency dependent on i, similar to that of the radial velocity planet detection methods. Spectropolarimetry of planet-hosting stars could also allow one to characterise the atmosphere of an exoplanet (see e.g. Stam 2008; Sterzik et al. 2012) .
As a matter of fact, polarimetric measurements have already been obtained for a few hot-Jupiters, but with contradicting results. Berdyugina et al. (2011) reported the first detection of polarised reflected light from HD 189733b with the DiPol and TurPol instruments of the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) at a level of 10 −4 ± 10 −5 in the U and B photometric bandpasses. They used their measurements to constrain various planetary and orbital parameters, such as planetary albedo and orbital inclination. This result has been challenged, as such a high polarisation implies an unusually big radius and albedo of this hot-Jupiter. The detection was not corroborated by precision polarimetry with the POLISH instrument mounted at the Cassegrain of the 5-m Hale/Palomar telescope in a broad, visual bandpass region, as Wiktorowicz (2009) report an upper limit on the polarisation level of < 7.9 × 10 −5 . Similarly, Lucas et al. (2012) failed to detect polarimetric variations in two other promising systems hosting hot-Jupiters, 55 Cnc and τ Boo, reaching accuracy limits of 5 × 10 −6 . Kostogryz et al. (2011) attribute the detection of Berdyugina et al. (2011) to (stellar) polarisation caused at the limb during planetary transit, but the correct interpretation remains unclear.
Using white dwarf model fluxes, computed with the stellar atmosphere code developed by Kowalski (2006) and Kowalski & Saumon (2006) , and models of reflected light and degree of polarisation from Stam (2008) , Fossati et al. (2012) estimated the amount of polarised light reflected by the atmosphere of an unresolved Earth-sized planet in the CHZ of CWDs. For all calculations they assumed a CO white dwarf of radius 0.013 R and mass of 0.6 M , the angle between star and Earth as seen from the planet (α) equal to 0.68 (where the degree of polarisation is expected to be maximum), an orbit inclination angle of 90
• , and a cloud-free Lambertian planet surface with a wavelength independent albedo of 1.0 (labelled as "L10" by Stam 2008) . Following Stam (2008) , Fossati et al. (2012) concluded that the maximum polarisation (P obs,max (λ)) can be defined as:
where r and d are, respectively, the planet radius and orbital separation, and b 1 (λ, α) is the element of the planet scattering matrix providing the information on the polarisation (e.g. Stam et al. 2006) . In their Fig. 3 , Fossati et al. (2012) show the maximum polarisation, as a function of wavelength, produced by an unresolved Earth-sized planet orbiting at a distance of 0.01 AU from a 5000 K white dwarf, and examined also the dependence of the polarisation on orbital separation and planet radius (at a reference wavelength of 4000Å). They additionally compared the level of polarisation emitted by the same planet placed in the habitable zone of a Sun-like star and of a typical M dwarf, concluding that the polarisation signal of any planet in the white dwarf CHZ is larger than that of a comparable planet in the habitable zone of any other type of star. The polarisation produced by an unresolved Earth-sized planet at 1 AU from a Sun-like star is the order of 10 −10 and for a typical M dwarf, for which the habitable zone is at a distance of ∼0.1 AU (Selsis et al. 2007) , the amount of polarisation is of the order of 10 −8 , while in the case of a CWD the amount of polarisation is the order of 10 −6 .
Detectability of polarised light from Earth-like planets in the white dwarf CHZ
The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the observations that is required to detect the polarisation signal (at 3σ) of a rocky planet in the white dwarf CHZ is of ∼10 6 . The largest obstacle in reaching such a high S/N is the fact that white dwarfs are generally faint, mostly because of their small radius. In addition, the very short planet orbital period (∼12 hours in the CHZ; Agol 2011) limits integration times to 2-3 hours. Figure 2 shows the polarisation detectable within an exposure time of 2.5 hours with a hypothetical polarimeter (having characteristics similar to those of the FORS2 instrument at the ESO/VLT) mounted on a 8-m, 40-m, and 100-m telescope as a function of wavelength (i.e. in the B, V , and R bands) and stellar magnitude. As already shown by Berdyugina et al. (2011) , the B band polarisation compares well with that obtained in the V and R bands, because of the larger polarisation emitted by the planet at shorter wavelengths, despite the lower flux and CCD sensitivity. On the other hand, the severe drop in the CCD sensitivity makes the reachable S/N in the U band far too low.
The brightest single CWD is WD 0046+051 (T eff =6220 K), with a magnitude of V ∼ 12.4 (Holberg et al. 2008) . The available observing facilities are capable of a 3σ detection at https:/www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1743921315004998 only of a Jupiter-sized planet in the CHZ of this white dwarf, while with future observing facilities we would be able to detect super-Earth-sized planets (between 2.0 and 2.5 R ⊕ ), in the CHZ. All other known white dwarfs, with an effective temperature below 6000 K, are all fainter than V ∼ 14 mag and Fig. 2 shows that even a 40-m telescope (e.g. E-ELT) would be able to barely detect super-Earth-sized planets in the CHZ, via polarimetry.
The detection threshold of the polarisation emitted by a planet in the habitable zone of CWDs could be improved for example by using filters with a very broad wavelength coverage. In this way, one would lose the spectral information, but gain considerably in number of collected photons. It would be also very important to use instruments with an improved sensitivity in the blue, compared to what is currently available. As an example, the FORS2 instrument in the currently available standard setup is used with a CCD that has its sensitivity peak in the red. Note that this is also the CCD that has been considered for the detectability presented by Fossati et al. (2012) and shown in Fig. 2 . In this way, it would be possible to detect (at 3σ) a super-Earth-sized planet in the CHZ of WD 0046+051, the brightest single white dwarf, with the currently available facilities.
It is also important to notice that the level of polarisation calculated by Fossati et al. (2012) and further considered here was that of a purely spherical planet, while Fossati et al. (2012) showed that planets in the CHZ of CWDs would fill a substantial fraction of their Roche lobes, making the planet atmosphere more extended and with a teardropshape. In this way, the area of the planet actually reflecting the stellar light close to quadrature should be larger compared to what considered in Fig. 2 .
The search for directly planet-reflected light would also increase the chances to detect planets in the habitable zone of CWDs. As shown by Seager et al. (2000) at phase angle α = 0, (orbital phase 0.5, superior conjunction of the planet) the full disc of a planet at i = 90
• will be illuminated producing a photometric maximum. The photometric minimum occurs at inferior conjunction of the planet (α = 180
• ), with intermediate fluxes at quadrature (α = 90
• ), where instead the polarimetric maxima occur. The detailed photometric light curve would depend on the planet scattering matrix, but the reflected flux will be roughly proportional to the illuminated area. Photometric variability can, however, arise from many different mechanisms, so a planet detection based on photometry alone would not be credible. Since cool non-magnetic white dwarfs are expected to have little intrinsic photometric variability, a small photometric signal phased appropriately with the polarimetric variability would provide the necessary confirmation to a polarimetric planet detection.
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